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About This Game
The Last is a survival game with a twist, Your main objective is to stay alive and making your camp bigger. The game focuses
on the player camp and player made buildings, as a player you will be able to build plenty of different structures to suit your
needs on this lonely island. There are plenty more to the game than just this though, You need to worry about Hunger, Thirst
and fatigue to be able to stay alive.
What can you expect in later updates?

- More than 20 different structures/objects to be build
- Challenges
- Quests and side quests
- A guarantee of the products development

What can be expected in the next update ?
- More than 30 structures
- A much bigger world
- Type tools : ax , hammer , spear
- Better Update
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What will happen in subsequent updates ?
- Co-op mode
- Additional buildings
- Meaningful story
- Demanding opponent
- Prettier graphics
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Title: The Last
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Mateusz Kuliś
Publisher:
Mateusz Kuliś
Release Date: 20 Aug, 2016

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800GT
DirectX: Version 10
Storage: 350 MB available space
Sound Card: DirectX®-compatible

English
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Great puzzle game, nice theme, great music and cosy environment.. I've been wanting a decent realistic golf game for pc on
Steam, and this one meets all of my requirements. If you've played a golf game in the past, then the chances are you have been
mollycoddled with aim helpers and power bars. Not here. You're on your own, and I think that is the best way to learn how to
play this game. After a few rounds of hell and wondering if you bought a bad game, you find your shots lining up, and your
understanding deepens. You begin to think a little more before swinging. You start to question the game's choice of club, and
change it yourself. Then you're hooked, and it's so very rewarding when you drop that 24ft putt, or hit your very first eagle on a
par 5. Anyway, I think the career mode could be a little less "sandbox" and have actual preset tournaments you could take part
in. The whole society side of the game seems a bit fatuous too, but doesn't detract either. Customization is decent, but that
doesn't really bother me much. The graphics are great, and it runs really well too. The sound is good which is important to me
for immersion's sake. The announcer is particularly good, having a reasonable sense of humour and he rarely repeats himself.
Recommended, and has the "best golf sim on Steam" title for me, but then this is the only golf sim on Steam I have played..
Look, I'm not going to lie. My dad is straight up named Craig.
No Joke.
I will pay 14 pence to any woman, OR MAN, who doesn't ejaculate on to their monitor after playing this game (into your own
eye does count but only for 5 pencce).
Craig fingers me.. Definetily brings WOW-effect. I like music and visuals.
I've played it on my old PC (Phenom II x6 + Radeon HD 6950), mobile phone (Galaxy S6) as screen and Trinus VR. And it has
ran well on medium preset and with some lags on first scene on high precet. So high-end computer with expensive headset are
not required.. No reviews? Well let me be the first one then.
POP: Slasher forest is a product that contains graphics obviously.
It is 100% compatible with the great POP: Horror City and all the freebie assets you can find for it in the official forum.
What was that? You didn't know?
Here:
https:\/\/forums.rpgmakerweb.com\/index.php?threads\/pop-freebies.45329\/
So here comes the deal. I seldom buy assets before they go on heavy discount. But that was an exception. I owned already POP
Horror City and I was satisfied with the whole pack. But I had no hospital tilesets. Blast! I wanted hospital tilesets for the game I
wanted to make. And then I saw the freebie add ons.
I was SO happy to see such assets made available, that I felt gratitude.
Artists that show so much respect for their customers, must be supported! So as I said, I seldom buy assets before they go on
heavy discount. THIS is the exception!
So what is this pack all about? What does it contain?
It contains:
Base character sets
Base face sets

Animating doors, and incredible light effects.
A full set of male and a full set of female heroes plus two evil clown. Totally 20 character sprites
There are compatible DLCs available for even more.
Charaters come with a full face set for each one.
Two fog effects as pictures.
Three overlays as pictures.
Tileset:
Animating water, ground, fences, grass, dirty, flowery, dty stone.
4 floors carpets and variations (old torn)
Full Wall - Roof
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20 wall-floor
24 (full) inner wall tileset.
Cliffs, hills, torn walls and floor full variations
Camping and forest tilesets including tent, bridge stump trees, vegetation, campfire, seats.
An inner tileset with lots of furniture, curtains windows (compatible with light effect picture)
Another full tileset with elevator, stairs, big gate door, signs, power box and more stuff,
A tileset with trees, steps, edges and other stuff
A tileset with more beds, tables a fireplace, a tv, trashcan, a stereo, two billiards, more furniture and decorative things
External roof and fence columns of a mansion, with simple and lit windows and door.
Dead trees, cannibalistic ritual primitive art.
Blood for floor and walls
Filthy wc and cellar stuff, chainsaw, bloody variations of chainsaw, more blood tiles,
Another outer tileset to make houses
Boat oars and stuff
Bloody furniture variation
Roof stairs
Does it worth the money? In my opinion yes.
You get a tileset that using it out of the box you can produce incredible maps.
One only negative part (if you even consider that negative) is that it could inlude a project with ready maps to show off how to
make them for new users. Despite that, the product is flawless in my opinion and I can't even imagine what you can do with,
using parallax mapping.
I will recommend this as a great add on to POP: Horror City but also as a stand alone product to make a game that tells a horror
story happened in the woods or in a house.
. a nice relaxing game. i like it. nice music. i liek the eat sound lol and i just like the music. 9.5/10. teased so many modding
options. for starters, the cover car isnt even in the game. second, theres no spoilers for cars in the game at all. even with all dlc. i
suppose what it did add is pretty ok... something like the sporty package version of the vanilla cars. but still little to no custom
options and very very limited tuning.. i am a big fan of multiplayer rts games, and cannot recommend this game.....NOBODY
EVER ONLINE!!!!!! EVER!!! So if you buy this game, consider it a single player only. Damn shame cause i thing it would be a
good multiplayer rts game.. puh i feel buggy and dissy after 1 hour.. I understand being frustrated by paid DLC before the game
is finished...
I understand having played other games with mechanics you liked and not feeling like this one did it as well...
BUT...
I've been gaming over 25 years, and pc gaming for more than 20... this is a unique, fun, and worthwhile strategy game. Make
sure you have about an hour to focus on playing, and you'll enjoy yourself.
I can definitely see the potential to spend many, many hours playing this game... especially if I had friends to play with\/against.
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I really love this game. The gameplay was difficult to get used to but once I got comfortable it became a joy to play. It's pretty
easy in places, but given that the mechanics are so engaging that isn't really a bad thing (reminded me of Portal in that way).
It could stand to be leaner imo. Some levels felt like they didn't present new ideas. Also, I often just happened on solutions
without understanding the idea behind them, to the point where I wondered if I was finding unintended solutions. That said,
there's tons of really special puzzles here.
Fun playful style and sense of humour too. Great sound. Great game. Ok I'm done.. Ok, that's an interesting game, the
enviroment is very good, graphics are really nice. The story is nice as well but the gameplay is very fuzzy. I mean, there's a lot of
good ideas in this game (grabbing something with the mouse button and shaking the mouse to interact with the objects is a
wonderful idea of interaction), but this game could call more attention on steam if the developer suited this point & click to a
new game engine like Blender for exemple. It could be like Myst IV interaction (the players can see the scenery just moving the
mouse to the corners of the screen) but with the same ideas of the dark fall's iinteraction. The other problem is: some puzzles
are not well explained. I had to search on youtube about how to solve 3 or 4 puzzles, and that's not a good thing to do in a
poin&click game. So my conclusion is: Dark Fall Lost Souls was a really great game in 2009, but nowdays it is just a nice game.
I have 100% of sure that this game could be soo much better if the developer released a new version using a new engine.. Even
if you want to buy this game as a joke\/meme don't cause it's not even playable. When i joined a server (which had no real
players) the bots killed my every time i spawned. They seem to have some kind of aim lock. Also they think that charging 1
euro for a stupid joke is acceptable. Well it's not when the game is unplayable.. Great gameplay.
-Active Dev thats quick to bug fix and actually listens to the players.
-Cheap price for what you get.
If you own a VR headset, love space and want a decent survival game there is no reason to pass this game up.. Delta Force Black
Hawk Down is very interesting game, and it seems to be based off on actual events. The gameplay is really good, though sadly
its not really open worlded like the older Delta Force games. I like the voice acting in this, especially the character you play as,
even though he's just a soldier, he knows how to make his role as an actual main character.
Multiplayer is in this game and it has some active servers, so feel free to try it. The game is quite fun.
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